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Abstract-The nonlinear projection methods are minimization procedures for solving systems of nonlinear 
equations. They permit reevaluation of n,, 1 c n, 5 n, components of the approximate solution vector at each 
iteration step where n is the dimension of the system. At iteration step k, the reduction in the norm of the 
residue vector depends upon the n, components which are reevaluated. These n, components are obtained 
by solving a linear system. 
We present two algorithms for determining the components to be modified at each iteration of the 
nonlinear projection method and compare the use of these algorithms to Newton’s method. The 
computational examples demonstrate that Newton’s method, which reevaluates all components of the 
approximate solution vector at each iteration, can be accelerated by using the projection techniques. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the past twenty years, several new methods for solving simultaneous nonlinear equations have 
been introduced and many modifications have been suggested for Newton-type methods, [2,3,7, 
9, 13, 19, 21, 23, 39, 431. The equation to be solved is 
f(x) = 0 (1.1) 
where x is an n -column vector and f is a column vector of n functions fi, j = 1,2, . . . , n. If xi is 
the ith approximation to the solution of (l.l), then Newton’s method is defined by 
X 
i+1 =x’ _J(x’)-‘f(x’) (1.2) 
where J(x’) is the jacobian matrix evaluated at xi. 
Computational accelerations to Newton’s method have been obtained by approximating J(x’) 
and reducing the computations required to evaluate (1.2). Projection methods used in conjunction 
with the algorithms given in this paper determine another technique for reducing the 
computations required by Newton-type methods. 
Nonlinear systems of equations are solved with projection methods by minimization in such a 
way that at each iteration an arbitrary number of components of the approximate solution vector 
can be modified. Earlier studies have established convergence criteria[30] and have established 
the conditions under which Newton’s method is equivalent to a projection method[22]. We 
present two algorithms for choosing the components to be modified by the projection method. 
Both algorithms take advantage of the magnitudes of the angles between the residue vector and 
the columns of J(x’). 
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II. NONLINEAR PROJECTION METHODS 
If nt components ofthe approximate solution vector are modified at step k, step k is classified as 
an nk dimensional projection. The indices of the modified components will be denoted by Br = {i,, i2, 
. . . , i.,}. The change components, dxik, i E B,, are obtained at step k by solving the nk linear 
equations 
i&Jik.J3dxit = -cf(xk),J:), r E Bk (2.1) 
where Ji” is the ith column of the Jacobian evaluated at xk and (a, b) denotes the inner product of 
vectors a and b on the Euclidean space. If Bk = {I, 2, . . . , n} for all k then this is simply the 
Gauss-Newton method[31, pp. 267-2711. 
Let rk denote the residue vector at the k”’ step. By definition, 
r* = f(x’) 
If the components of xk prescribed by B, are modified at step k, then rk+’ will be perpendicular 
to the nk columns i,, i2, . . . , i., of J(x “). The algorithms presented in this paper utilize this result 
in selecting Bk, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Let Srk denote the difference between the Euclidean norms of the two successive residue 
vectors r* and r’+‘. The simple result that 6r* can be bounded as a function of B, is shown as 
follows. By the mean value theorem, one has 
fi(xk+‘)=~(Xk)+(SkTdk,~(Xk))+(Skrdk,(f;(Z), sk=dk,) 
where z E (xk, x’+‘), j = 1,2,. . . , n and Sk denotes an nk X n matrix comprised Of those rows Of 
the n-dimensional identity matrix which correspond to the indices of the columns of the Jacobian 
matrix which are contained in Bt, dk denotes the nk component vector of change components hat 
are solved for at the k* step, Ji(x*) denotes the j’” row of the Jacobian evaluated at x’, and f:!(z) 
denotes the Hessian of h(z). 
6rk can be expanded using (2.2): 
6rk =~lf(Xk)~~-~~~,(Xk)+(~k=dk,~,(~k))+(~kTdk,(f:'(Z~)~~k=~k)),f~(~k) 
+ (&=dk, Jz(X’ )) + (skTdk, (f:(h), Sk?), . . . , fn (XL) (2.3 
+ (sk’dk, J. (X Ir )) + (Sk=dk, t_fh ), skTdk ))I) 
= Ilf(X’ )I1 - 11(X li) + J(X Ir )&=dk - ok 11 
where 
z, E (xk,xk+‘), i=1,2 ,..., n 
Now, using the triangle inequality, a bound is obtained directly: 
6rk 5 llek - &skTdk 11 (2.4) 
The implication of (2.4) is that the bound on Srk, the difference between the Euclidean norms 
of the two successive residue vectors r* and r*+‘, is dependent on the set of components which 
are modified at step k. This bound is useful in motivating the consideration of the effects of 
different sequences {&}F=O on the problem solution. To illustrate this effect, Table 1 contains 
values of )lr’)l that are computed for alternative single projections on Example 1. 
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Example 1 
f,(x) = x,x2/x3 - x4x5 
f*(x) = x,xs/x* + xq + x5 - 2.0 
f3(x) = x*x3/x, - x4* 
f.dx) = x,/(x2x,)-x5 
fs(x) = xz/(x,x3 - Xd2 + x52 - I .o 
x0= (1, 1, 1, -2,2) 
r” = (5, -5, -3, -3,O) 
l[r”11= 8.24621 
Table 1. Results of single projections on Example 1 
5 (1,2.3,4,5) 1.11497 
4 (1,2,3,4) 7.80230 
4 (1,2,3,5) 8.90330 
4 (1,2,4,5) 6.20509 
4 (1,3.4,5) 2.35483 
4 (2,3,4,5) 7.71499 
3 (1,3,5) 11.69840 
3 (1.4.5) 2.82843 
3 (3.4,5) 1.51791 
In Table 1, the reduction in the norm of the residue vector that was exhibited by the projection 
method for no = 5 is the same reduction that would be obtained with one step of Newton’s 
method. When no f 5, it is possible to obtain either a smaller or larger value of 6r0 compared to 
6r0 with no = 5. The goals of the algorithms presented in this paper are to select a subspace & at 
each step k which will result in a relatively large value of 6rL. 
A particular projection method is determined by the sequence of changes {B,)~,, which are 
used to solve a given problem. In the next two sections of this paper, two algorithms are 
described for choosing B, dynamically at each iteration step k. 
III. ANGLE ALGORITHM 
As was previously mentioned, the result of an nk dimensional projection is that the residue 
vector, r’+‘, is perpendicular to the nk columns of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at xk that 
determine the projection subspace. Thus, if the angle between r*+’ and the ith column of the 
Jacobian evaluated at x Ir, denoted by @ rr+‘J: is approximately 90”, then choosing column i alOne as a 
subspace would not produce a good reduction in the norm of the residue vector. The inclusion of 
such a column i in a larger projection subspace may or may not be beneficial to the norm reduction. 
However, numerical results support he contention that it is usually not beneficial to include the 
columns which are almost perpendicular to the residue vector in the projection subspace. 
Since working with the angles directly is not convenient, he angle algorithm utilizes the cosines 
of the angles squared. By definition, 
cd 6 r'J.k = (rk, Jik), 
’ (rk, r’)(Jk, Jik). (3.1) 
The angle algorithm described below computes the values of yi = cos’ erkJ;, i = 1, 2, . . . , n at 
each iteration. 
Angle algorithm 
Al. Select a tolerance T 
A2. B,+ 
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A3. i+l 
A4. Compute yi = cos’ e,k,: 
AS. Compare yi and T. 
If yi > T, B,+B, U {i} 
A6 i+i+l 
A?‘. Repeat A4, A5, A6 until i > n 
AS. If Bk = 4 set Bk = (1, 2, . . . , n} 
The angle algorithm excludes column i from Bk whenever yi I T. For example, if T = 0.25, 
then no column would be included in the projection subspace if it were within 30” of being 
perpendicular to the residue vector. The value of T which is used will affect the B, which are 
computed. Computationally, it has been observed that better results are obtained whenever 
0.1~ Tc0.4. 
IV. cp ALGORITHM 
The cp algorithm utilizes an alternative form of computing the “/i’s as a basis for determining 
projection subspaces. This algorithm is motivated by the observation that if column i was 
constained in the projected subspace in order to obtain x ‘+I, then @,*+I,: = 90”. If this were the 
case, column i should be, using the same reasoning motivating the angle algorithm, excluded 
from the next projection subspace. 
The alternative form of computing yi is obtained by expressing co? @,**I,,*-~ in terms of r’+‘, 
Jik and A* where 
A: = J;+'- Ji". (4.1) 
By definition, 
~02 e (r IrC’7 Jik+‘)* ,*+l,j*+’ = k+I (r ,r *+')(J/‘+', $+I) ’ (4.2) 
After substituting Ji” + hi’ for JF+’ . m (4.2), expanding the inner products, and simplifying [22, 
pp. 37-411 shows: 
COST e,k+l,,k+l = COS* erk+~,~[~,ki (4.3) 
where 
z, 
l-(A;,A;)+Z,*+Q* 1 
Zi’ = [2(JiL, A:) + (Ji”, Ji”)l 
QF = (A;, Ai”) (?+I, Ji“)(Ji“, Ji“ + 2AiL) 
’ V+’ , Ai”)’ (A,“, Ai”) + (Ji” + 2Air) 3 
In the event that column i was contained in the projection subspace used to obtain x’+‘, then 
The cp algorithm specified below chooses a projection subspace on the basis of the magnitude 
of the values of (pik, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. That is, column i is included in B, whenever 
(A:, A:) > (Ji”, x”)V 
for some tolerance V. (JF, JF) is used rather than Z” because (1) its value tends to dominate Z, 
and (2) it requires less computation. 
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PI. Select a tolerance V 
P2. Set B,+ 
P3. i+l 
P4. Compute (A:, A:) 
PS. Compute (Ji”, x”) 
P6. Compare (A,“, A.i”) to V*(JF, 4“) 
If (Ai”, Ahi*) > V*(J>, x”), B,+-B, U {i} 
P7. i+i + 1 
P8. Repeat P4, P5, P6, and P7 until i > n 
P9. If B, =9 set B, ={l, 2, . . . . n} 
Values of V in the interval (0.05, 0.15) have been found to give the best results when the cp 
algorithm is used to select projection subspaces for the projection method. 
V.OPERATlONCOUNTS 
The amount of computation required at one step of the projection method, using either the rp 
algorithm or angle algorithm depends on nk. 
The number of multiplications required to determine B, using the angle algorithm is 2n* + n. 
To determine B, using the cp algorithm require 2n* multiplications. 
The total multiplication counts required to determine B, using the angle algorithm, create the 
n, dimensional linear system, and then to solve the linear system using Gaussian elimination is: 
2n*+n+1/2[nk(nk-l)n]+nk3/3+nk2 (5.1) 
If n, = n, then (5.1) reduces to 5/6n’ + 5/2n* + n. 
The total multiplication counts required by the projection method for one iteration using the cp 
algorithm is: 
2n2+ l/2[(nk)(np - l)nl+ n:/3 + n2. (5.2) 
If nk = n, the (5.2) reduces to 5/6n3+7/2n2. 
Using the above expressions for multiplication counts, it can be seen, for example, when 
n = 10, that the use of the projection method with either algorithm and nk > 4 will require more 
multiplications than Newton’s method. This extra computation can potentially be offset by larger 
reductions in the norm of the residue vector which might be obtained or by requiring fewer total 
iteration steps to reach agiven accuracy. The examples in the next section illustrate this point. 
VI.EXPERIMENTALRESULTS 
The numerical experiments comparing the angle algorithm and 4~ algorithm used in 
conjunction with the projection method to Newton’s method were carried out in FORTRAN on a 
CDC 6400. In order to measure just the effect of the subspace selection algorithms, no other 
computational accelerations were applied to either the projection method or to Newton’s method. 
Exact Jacobians were computed at each step for both Newton’s method and the projection 
method. In addition, the change components were computed using a Gaussian elimination routine 
with full pivoting. 
The comparison between methods is based upon the number of iteration steps required for 
solution and the central processing time required to reduce the norm of the residue vector to a 
value less than 1 x 10e5. Since Newton’s method and the n-dimensional projection method are 
mathematically equivalent, either method could be used to obtain the change components for the 
projection method at an iteration step when B, = { 1,2,. . . , n}. Consequently, Newton’s method 
is compared to the projection method which uses Newton’s method for n-dimensional 
projections and the projection method which uses the normalized equation (2.1) for 
n-dimensional projections. In the event that a null subspace was chosen by either subspace 
selection algorithm. a subspace composed of all the columns of the Jacobian was used. 
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The test problems were chosen because they have been previously used for the purpose of 
comparing methods for solving nonlinear systems of equations. Examples 2 and 4 appeared in 
papers by Broyden[8, 111. Example 3 is a two dimensional system of transcendental equations 
that were used by Brown[3] in testing his method. 
Example 2 
f, = - (3 + QXJX, +2x, - B 
j =xi-,-(3+crxi)xi +2xi+,-B, i =2, 3, . . . . n -I 
f” =x._,-(3+crx,)x. -I3 
n = 10 x0=(-l, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1) 
a = 0.5 
B = 1.0 ]]r’]] = 18.17966 
Table 2. Results for solving example 2
Method Algorithm Tolerance Steps llr‘ll CPU Sec. 
Newton - - 9 O.OOOOOOO 0.214 
Projection* Angle 0.25 8 O.ooooooO 0.139 
Projection Angle 0.25 8 O.OOOOOOO 0.181 
Projection* Q 0.1 6 O.OOOW51 0.158 
Projection Q 0.1 7 o.OOOOOo2 0.207 
*nDimensional projections were obtained using Newton’s method. 
The quantities hown in Table 1 above can be used to compare the projection method with 
either subspace selection algorithm to Newton’s method. It is clear from the results contained in 
this table that as expected there is a computational dvantage associated with using Newton’s 
method for computing n-dimensional projections. 
The subspaces chosen by the projection method in the solution of Example 2 are listed in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Subspaces chosen by the projection method in the solution of 
example 2
Step Angle algorithm Q Algorithm 
I (2.4.6.8) (2.4.6.8) 
2 (10) (2,4,6,8) 
3 (7.8) (1.2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9, IO) 
4 (5. IO) (10) 
5 (2.3) (1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
6 (1,2,3,4.5.6,7,8,9,10) (l,2,3.4,5,6,7,8,9,10) 
7 (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, IO) (~,2,3,4,5.6.7,8,9,10) 
8 (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.10) 
Newton’s method failed to converge to a solution for Example 3 below. The cp algorithm 
performed noticeably better than the angle algorithm on this problem. On Example 4, the angle 
algorithm performed better than the cp algorithm. 
Example 3 
f,(x)= l/2sin(x,x2)-~-~ 
f2(x)= (1 -&)(e-I-e)+y-2ex, 
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Table4. Results for solving example 3 with: x0= (1.0, 1.0). r” = (-0.15884, -0.27222), 
Ilr”ll = 0.31518 
Method Algorithm Tolerance Steps llr‘ll CPU Sec. 
Newton - - 500 2.2778018 0.953 
Projection* Angle 0.25 II7 O.OOOOO83 0.245 
Projection Angle 0.25 II7 O.OOoOO82 0.254 
Projection* cp 0.1 25 o.OOOOO5o 0.069 
Proiection Q 0.1 29 0.9000086 0.081 
*n-Dimensional projections were obtained using Newton’s method. 
Example 4 
i +r2 
fi = (k* + kzXF)Xi + 1.0 - k3 2 (Xj + xf) 
j-i-r, 
jti 
i=l,2, . . ..n 
n =8 
k, = kz = k, = 1 
r, = r2= 1 
Table5. Resultsforsolvingexample4with:xo=(l,l,l,l,l,l,1,l),ro=(l,-l,-l,-l~-l~ 
-I,-l,l),(lrql=2.82843 
Method Algorithm Tolerance Steps llr’ll CPU Sec. 
Newton - - 31 o.OOOOO69 
Projection* Angle 0.25 31 o.otXJoO69 
Projection Angle 0.25 30 0.ooooo14 
Projection* cp 0.1 22 O.OOOOOO0 
Projection cp 0.1 22 O.OOOOOO0 
*n-Dimensional projections were obtained using Newton’s method. 
0.369 
0.461 
0.441 
0.253 
0.334 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Newton’s method can be accelerated by using the projection method in coordination with the 
subspace selection algorithms presented in this paper. It is clear from the examples in the 
previous section that there is no advantage computationally tousing n-dimensional projections. 
However, it is also apparent that there is an advantage to using alternatives other than Newton’s 
iteration at each step. The angle and cp algorithms dynamically determine projection alternatives 
to be used at each iteration. 
Our current work includes the development of criteria for tolerance selection for both 
algorithms and also the application of other accelerations in coordination with the projection 
technique. In addition, we are attempting to distinguish subsets of nonlinear problems for which 
the subspace selection algorithms are particularly effective. 
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